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ust about everything we do entails a certain amount
of risk. Our overall well-being, now and in future, depends
on how well we manage that risk.
In this publication we’ll talk about how to manage the risks to your things: your home, vehicle,
and possessions. The things you depend on, and if they were to be lost, stolen, damaged, or
destroyed, you would suffer hardship.
Having adequate insurance coverage is universally accepted as the best way to manage your
risk. Insurance is a contract between you and the insurance company in which the insurer promises to compensate you for certain named losses.

Let’s talk insurance

Your insurance policy is a legal contract between you (the insured) and the insurance company
(the insurer).
It consists of:
• the coverage summary which provides, at a glance, information about the amount of insurance
the policy provides, the deductibles, and the premium – that is, the information most people
want to know about their coverage, and
• the more detailed policy form – that is, the legal clauses that describe the coverage and its
limits.
The policy form is a long document and may be mailed to you or be available as a download
from the insurer or broker’s website. The policy form is in four sections, which we’ll describe in the
following pages:
I. Basic property coverages: This outlines
the perils for which your property is
insured, for example, loss caused by fire,
lightning, explosion, impact by aircraft or
land vehicles, riot, vandalism or malicious
acts and theft including damage caused by
theft. The illustration on the next two pages describes the property that is typically
covered.
II. Personal liability protection: Whether you
own or rent your home, you can be held
liable for bodily injury or property damage
unintentionally caused to others. If you’re
found negligent, your personal liability coverage would cover the damages resulting
from the injury up to the coverage limit.
III. Additional coverages: Your policy may include extra coverage for such things as collections
or special equipment.
IV. The Statutory Conditions are contained in the B.C. Insurance Act and, by law, must apply to
all insurance contracts in the province. They set out responsibilities for the insurer and the
insured.
Insurance brokers are licensed and trained to provide unbiased advice in helping you manage
your risk, and recover after a loss. They will explain your coverages and options and will advocate
on your behalf with the insurance company.

PROTECT
YOUR
PROPERTY
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WHAT’S IN YOUR IN
I. Basic property coverages
Your homeowners’ policy typically provides a
broad range of coverage. Limits will apply; talk
to your broker about your specific needs.
• Your dwelling and attached structures, including decks, swimming pools, hot tubs, saunas
and attached equipment on the premises.
Building fixtures and fittings temporarily
removed from the premises for repair or
seasonal storage.
• Swimming pools, decks, hot tubs, saunas,
and attached equipment on the premises.
• Additional buildings or structures on your
property but detached from your dwelling are
covered. If they are connected to the dwelling
by only a fence, utility line or similar connection, they are considered to be detached.
• Bicycles, small watercraft (e.g., kayaks, canoes). Tools and auto parts. (Your vehicle is
covered by your auto insurance policy.)
• Landscaping: Trees, plants, shrubs, and lawns.
• The contents of your dwelling and other
personal property you own, wear or use while
on your premises and which are usual to
the ownership or maintenance of a dwelling.
Limits apply.
• Electronics, jewellery, business property while
on your premises, musical instruments, cash,
art and collectibles.
• Your personal property (for ex., travel luggage)
while it is temporarily away from your premises anywhere in the world. Limits may apply for
personal property left in your vehicle.
• Personal property of a student temporarily living away from home while attending a school,
college, or university. The student must be a
dependent of the named insured(s). There is
often coverage for a family member living a
care facility. The property of boarders who are
not related to you is not covered. You must
disclose of you rent out any part of your home
to boarders or, for example Airbnb guests.
• Home insurance excludes any business
activity, but coverage for your home-based
business is available as an extension of your
homeowners’ policy.
• Personal property stored in a warehouse,
but only on a short-term basis. Contact your
broker to extend coverage within the first 30
days that the property is stored. Personal
property is temporarily covered while it’s
moved to your new home within Canada.

4
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NSURANCE POLICY
Make sure you have enough insurance
Be ready to provide your insurance broker
with enough details on your home so that a
good estimate of reconstruction costs may be
determined. Let your broker know if you spend
more than $5,000 on a renovation. You want
adequate insurance to value so that if your
home is damaged or destroyed, it’s covered
for an accurate replacement value. A homeowners’ policy covers your furnishings and
personal items as a percentage of the value of
your dwelling. If your home is not adequately
insured, you may not have enough insurance
to cover your personal property in the event of
serious damage.
When you live in a strata unit, your condo policy will cover your personal belongings and your
upgrades to your unit. Your insurance broker will
ask you to put a value on these items. Many
people underestimate what it would cost if they
had to replace everything in their strata unit.
Generally, for insurance purposes, regardless
of whether the furnishings remain, a home is
considered unoccupied when the residents are
absent but intend to return, and considered
vacant when the occupants do not intend to
return. If a home you own will be unoccupied or
vacant for a period of time, talk to your insurance broker about whether additional coverage
or precautionary measures, such as having a
neighbour check on the home regularly, is necessary. The wording in many property insurance
policies limits, reduces, or entirely eliminates
coverage when a building has been vacant (or,
in some policies, vacant or unoccupied) for a
designated period of time such as 30 days.

Loss of use of your home
Additional living expenses: If you must
move out while repairs of insured damage are
being made, your policy covers living expenses,
including moving expenses.
Fair rental value: If an insured loss makes
that part of the dwelling rented to others or
held for rental by you unfit for occupancy, your
policy covers its fair rental value.
Prohibited access by civil authority: If a civil
authority prohibits access to your premises
as a direct result of damage to neighbouring
premises by an insured peril your policy covers
additional living expenses and fair rental value
for a period not exceeding 30 days.

REBOUND
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LIABILITIES AN
II. Personal liability protection
Legal liability is responsibility that courts
recognize and enforce between persons who
sue one another. Whether you own or rent your
home, you can be held liable for bodily injury
or property damage unintentionally caused to
others.
The personal liability portion of your home
insurance provides coverage in the event that
this happens on your property or anywhere else
in the world.
For example, if a visitor slipped and was
injured on a snow-covered walkway on your
property, you may be held legally responsible. If
you were found negligent, the personal liability
portion of your home insurance policy would
cover the damages resulting from the injury,
up to the coverage limit. No deductibles would
apply.
Liability coverage does not apply to injuries
sustained by you or members of your household.

WHAT’S
COVERED,
WHAT’S
NOT

III. Some coverages have limits
While home insurance covers the typical personal belongings such as appliances, clothing,
furniture and electronic equipment, some of
your belongings are subject to specific limits.
You may own items that exceed those limits.
For example, consider your investment in such
items as:
• Computers and computer software
• Jewellery, gems, and watches
• Cash, negotiable securities, cash cards
• Fine art (paintings, prints, sculptures) with
optional coverage for breakage
• Bicycles and sporting equipment
• Musical instruments
• Coin, stamp, and card collections
• High-end purses or bags
• Wine collections
• Business property
If the limited coverage in your policy does not
reflect the value of these prized possessions,
additional insurance is usually available upon
providing proof of their current value (for example, receipts or appraisals) to your insurance
representative.
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COVERED PERILS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fire
Lightning
Windstorm
Hail
Explosion
Theft
Riot
Aircraft
Falling Objects
Impact by vehicles
Vehicles not owned or operated by you
Sudden escape of water from appliances, plumbing, or sprinklers
Smoke
Vandalism
Freezing of plumbing
Volcanic eruption
Electrical current
Weight of ice, snow, or sleet

ND LIMITATIONS
IV. The Statutory Conditions

ADD-ONS
Coverage can be added for most things
except the specific items listed to the
right. Some common add-ons to consider:
• Equipment breakdown
• Sewer backup
• Overland flood
• Earthquake
• Bylaws (in the event of reconstruction,
this covers the cost of meeting recent
building code and municipal bylaws
requirements)

These are contained in the B.C. Insurance Act
and must apply to all insurance contracts in the
province. Both the insurer and the insured have
responsibilities:

INSURER
• The insurer is not liable for loss or damage
to property owned by a person other than
the insured unless specifically stated in the
insurance contract.
• The insurer can cancel the insurance contract
if the premium is not paid.
• After loss or damage to insured property, the
insurer has an immediate right of access to
survey and examine the property.
• The loss is payable within 60 days after the
proof of loss is completed.
• Unless a dispute resolution process has
been initiated, the insurer, instead of making
payment, may repair, rebuild, or replace the
insured property lost or damaged, on giving
written notice of its intention to do so within
30 days after receiving the proof of loss.

INSURED
PERILS NOT COVERED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landslide, mudslide
Pollutants
War
Wear and Tear
Destruction or confiscation
by the government
Cracking of pavement, walls,
roofs, or ceilings
Vandalism when a property is
vacant for more than 30 days
Power interruption taking
place off-premises
Collapse, unless caused by a basic peril
Intentional losses
Freezing while a home is unoccupied
Nuclear hazard

• The person applying for insurance must not
misrepresent the risk, and must communicate
all relevant information so that the insurer
can properly judge the risk to be undertaken.
• The insured must give the insurer notice in
writing of a material change to the risk. If
notice isn’t given, the insurer can void the
contract. (Insureds should advise their broker
of any changes such as renovations, change
in occupancy or operating a business from
the home.)
• After a loss the insured must give the insurer
notice in writing along with proof of loss, an
inventory of items being claimed and other
details.
• Any fraud or untrue statement in a statutory
declaration can invalidate the claim.

BOTH
• In the case of disagreement, the parties can
use the dispute resolution process set out in
the Insurance Act. Request for a dispute resolution process much be made to the other
party in writing.

REBOUND
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T

he risk of fire has not diminished
over time. Firefighters say modern
homes, furnished with synthetic
components, burn faster and present
dangers never seen before.
Where older construction used more
solid wood, today’s construction and
furnishing materials are likely to be laminates and synthetics that contain foams,
glues, and petro-chemicals. Open-concept
designs allow flames to be fed by oxygen
and quickly fill the large spaces created
by combined kitchens and great rooms,
in comparison to older designs that
contained fire within rooms and slowed
its spread. This leads to is a situation
where, if there is a fire, it burns much
hotter, more rapidly, and the smoke is
much more toxic.
Luckily, smoke and carbon monoxide
detectors are more sophisticated – they
need to be. Today’s house fires burn eight
times faster and produce 200 times the
amount of smoke that a fire would have
50 years ago. Testing has shown that an
average-sized room furnished with modern products is fully engulfed in flames
8
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in three minutes.
The same room, furnished with
items 50 years of age, took 30 minutes
to do the same.
About 30 years ago when smoke
detectors became more common, people
had up to an estimated eight minutes to
exit their home from the time their smoke
detector went off. Today, a person has
less than two minutes – barely enough
time to get out once the smoke detector
starts sounding.

Prevent a house fire

The tragic thing about fire losses is
that they are almost always preventable.
• Install smoke detectors and keep a fire
extinguisher handy. The number-one
ignition source in all preventable house
fires is cooking equipment that ignites
clothing, oil, or flammable liquids.
• Electrical switches, outlets, cords and
plugs, and fuse and circuit-breaker
boxes are among the leading causes of
home fires
and fire
You’re covered
deaths.
Fire’s devastating impact for centuries
Today’s
is still evident today in insurance conapplianctracts and the laws that govern them: fire
es and
coverage is still the cornerstone of the
electronics can put a heavy load on
standard insurance contract.
electrical systems, especially in older
Virtually every residential insurance polhomes built before modern electric
icy covers damage caused by fire as long
products were available. Don’t overload
as the fire was not started intentionally
your electrical system with power bars
by, or at direction of, the homeowner. But
and extension cords, and don’t attempt
it’s a good idea to check that you have
to upgrade your electrical system
sufficient coverage for all your belongings.
yourself. Never run cords under rugs or
For example, if you have some especially
heavy furniture. If you have any doubt
valuable items such as jewellery, elecabout your home’s electrical capacity,
tronics, recreational equipment, musical
call for a professional inspection.
instruments, wine or art collections, you
• Teach children about fire safety. After
should notify your insurance broker. He
electricians, children make up the
or she can explain the coverage provided
demographic most likely to be affected
by your insurance policy and offer options
by an electrical injury. Electrical cords
for additional coverage if applicable.
and extension cords cause almost two-

Today’s house

HOUSE FIRE
Coverage
Fully covered in homeowners’, condo and
tenants’ policies
Disaster financial assistance available?
No, since insurance is reasonably priced
and readily available.
Prevention/mitigation
Keep electrical and heating systems
properly maintained. Smoke detectors,
sprinkler systems where feasible, take
care when using heat and open flames
Good to know
Modern homes with open floor plans and
oil-based components, burn fast and hot.
Have a plan to evacuate quickly.

thirds of electrical burn injuries
to children ages 12 and under.
• Manage heat sources responsibly.
Have your fireplace inspected and
cleaned annually. If you operate a
wood-burning appliance or fireplace, become thoroughly familiar with its safe
operation and maintenance, and learn
how to burn wood safely. Don’t leave
your stove unattended while cooking.
Monitor heaters and never leave can-

away from all portable
space heaters, water heaters, furnaces, or other heat sources, and from the
exterior of your house, especially if you
have wood or vinyl siding.
• First responders would like to see
residents go a further step and install
sprinklers. The Canadian Association
of Fire Chiefs has urged changes to the
National Building
Code to require
sprinklers in new
home construction.

fires are hotter and burn faster

• Ensure there are two ways out of every
room.
• Regularly check and test all smoke and
carbon monoxide alarms.
• Practice your home fire drill.
• Newer smoke and carbon monoxide
alarms have expiry dates on them.
Make note of all alarm expiry dates
and replace them before they expire.
• Make sure your home or building
address number can be seen from the
street.

After a fire
• While most home fires are partial losses, damage from heat, water, and smoke
can render the structure a total loss.
• Your first priority is to ensure the safety
of all family members and pets.

HOUSE FIRE

dles unattended. Clean
out the lint trap in your
clothes dryer frequently. Use your outdoor
barbecue with extreme
care; move it well away from walls and
furniture before lighting it.
• Always store flammable liquids in an approved container designed to store the
liquid and keep it in a locked, detached
shed. Wipe up any spills immediately
and never refuel motors near heat
sources, sparks, or cigarettes. Never
use gasoline in your home or basement.
• Remove dry leaves and debris.
Keep any combustible items

• Some cities in B.C.
offer free programs where fire prevention officers visit homes to assess fire
risk, suggest safety improvements and
even provide free smoke alarms. Phone
your local fire department non-emergency line for details.

Get out fast!
• Plan an escape route and a safe meeting place in case of an emergency.

• Don’t enter the home until emergency officials say it is safe to
do so, and don’t turn on any electrical
switches until the electrical system has
been checked.
• Your insurance broker or insurance
company can arrange for site clean-up
and arrange for an adjuster to assess
the damage. To facilitate the claim
process, document all property losses
and take photographs of damage.
REBOUND
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WILDFIRE
Coverage
Fully covered in homeowners’, condo and
tenants’ policies.
Disaster financial assistance available?
No, since insurance is reasonably priced
and readily available.
Prevention/mitigation
Maintain a fire-resistance zone around
your home; remove combustible surface
materials; prune lower branches of trees
on property and decrease the density of
trees on property.
Good to know
Wildfires travel fast. Be ready to
evacuate at any moment.

W

ildfires
are a natural
part of B.C.’s wildland ecosystems,
but several factors are bringing the risk
of wildfire closer to communities. In fact,
B.C. has moved to a year-round workforce
for the Wildfire Service.
• Drier, shorter winters and earlier snowmelt extend fire seasons and lead to
drier summers.
• Outbreaks of pests, previously kept in
check by longer, colder winters, can kill
and dry forests. Because trees and
soils hold moisture on slopes, fires can
also increase the risk of flash floods
when rains finally arrive.
• Monoculture and other land-management practices reduce diversity, and
less diverse areas are at higher risk of
drought and insect infestation.
• Community expansion pressures are
pushing new construction of homes
and businesses into farmland, grassland, and forest.
• Human activity, such as unattended campfires, carelessly discarded
cigarettes, sparks from machinery,
and debris-burning accounts for half or
more of all wildfires.
• Lightning causes about one-third of
Canada’s wildfires and is responsible
for most of the area burned annually.
For any fire to occur, three elements
are needed: heat, fuel, and oxygen. A
dry climate, abundant winds, and dried
vegetation provide prime conditions for a
wildfire – and it only takes a single ember
to ignite and destroy hundreds of thou-
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sands of
acres.
In recent
years, wildfires have caused some of
the largest evacuations in B.C.’s history.
Wildfires can travel with ferocious intensity and speed. And homes in the country
are farther
away from
fire departments and
hydrants.
Most of
B.C. is served by community-based fire
departments that employ a combination
of career firefighters and volunteers. Your
wildfire mitigation plans should consider
the reaction time you can reasonably
expect from your nearest responders.

encouraged to purchase insurance before
their home is threatened. Insurers typically will renew home insurance policies
when a wildfire is threatening a home or

WILDFIRE

You’re covered
Most home and business insurance
policies cover fire damage no matter the
cause. If residents must evacuate, their
policies will provide coverage for reasonable additional living expenses for a
specified period.
Home insurance is readily available
across Canada. However, when an active
wildfire threatens a home or community,
it may be more difficult to obtain this
coverage until the wildfire is contained or
the threat passes.
Homeowners at risk of wildfire are

It’s always

community; however, you may not
be able to make
any substantial
changes or purchase a new policy.
Any offer to purchase a property while
wildfires are active nearby should include
a condition on insurability. If the buyer
cannot secure coverage, the closing can
be postponed or cancelled. If you are selling a property during this period, do not
cancel your existing coverage until after
closing. Please contact your insurance
broker for advice.

Be FireSmart
Wildfire can follow a path from a
forest or grassland to your home. But
a wildfire burning the tops of trees can
be slowed if the trees are spaced out, if
the plants and shrubs in your yard are

flame-resistant, and if your regular maintenance includes debris clean-up that
reduces fire fuels. Removing combustible
material in a 10-metre radius of your
home will have the biggest impact.
FireSmart is the number-one mitigation
program for wildfire in Canada. It’s a set
of guidelines for people who live and work
near the Wildland Urban Interface – the
area where
homes and
businesses meet
forests and
grasslands and that are prone to wildfire.
Here are some highlights; for detailed
information go to https://firesmartbc.ca.

wildfire season

Your home and immediate
surrounds
A minimum 1.5-metre non-combustible
surface should extend around the entire
home.
• Roof material should be fire-resistant
or fire-retardant, referred to as Class
A, B, or C rated roofing. Keep your roof
and eaves-troughs clear of combustible materials. A spark arrestor on
your chimney will reduce the chance of
sparks and embers escaping.
• Properly fitted soffits and fascia help

•

•

•

•

•

reduce the
risk of embers and heat reaching
the wooden rafters of your home.
Fire-resistant exterior finishes include
stucco, metal siding, brick/concrete,
and fibre cement siding (for ex., Hardie
products). Untreated wood and vinyl
siding offer very little protection against
wildfire.
Tempered, thermal (double-paned) windows are recommended. Single-pane
windows provide little resistance to
heat from an advancing wildfire.
All doors should be fire-rated and have
a good seal. This is true for your garage doors as well as your entry doors.
Sheath in the base of the decks, balconies, and houses with fire-resistant
material to reduce the risk of sparks
and embers igniting your home.
Sheds and outbuildings within 10
metres of your home should be given
the same FireSmart considerations as
your home.

Up to 10 metres around your
home
Maintain a zone that’s free of all
materials that could easily ignite from a
wildfire. Spacing trees at least three metres apart will help reduce the intensity of
a wildfire. Prune all tree branches within
two metres of the ground.

• Plant low-density, fire-resistant plants
and shrubs. Avoid having any woody
debris present, including mulch, since
it can provide places for fires to start.
• A mowed lawn is a fire-resistant lawn.
Grasses shorter than 10 centimetres
are less likely to burn intensely.
• Wood piled against a house is a major
fire hazard. Moving your firewood pile
may be a key factor that allows your
home to survive a wildfire. Clean up
any such areas regularly, since easily
ignited debris often collects here.
• Burn barrels should be placed as far as
possible from structures and trees.
• Every home should have readily accessible shovels, rakes, axes, garden
hoses, sprinklers, and ladders to assist
in suppressing wildfires.
• Power lines should be clear of branches and other vegetation. Contact your
local utility company to discuss removing any branches or vegetation around
overhead electrical installations.

Beyond 10 metres
• Space coniferous trees about three metres apart and prune or remove smaller
trees and other potentially flammable
vegetation. Regularly clean up accumulations of fallen branches, dry grass,
and needles to eliminate potential
surface fuels.
REBOUND
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W

ater damage is one of the
most common causes of
home insurance claims,
and accounts for the highest amount of
money paid out under home insurance
policies.
When water escapes from pipes or
enters the home from outside – such as
when rivers or storm drains overflow – it
spreads and soaks every accessible nook
and cranny. Once it starts, water damage
is difficult to curtail, costly to repair, and
the longer your contents are wet, the
more likely
that mould and
bacteria will
result. You are
responsible for
maintaining all
the components within your home.
Coverage is based on the origin of the
escaped water:
• Damage from sudden and accidental
bursting of plumbing pipes and appliances is covered; however, damage
may not be covered when freezing
causes the escape of water. Seepage
– the slow, ongoing infiltration of water,
for example, from foundation cracks or
seams in the building, or from a slow
leak in appliance hoses – is a common
policy exclusion.
• Sewer water backs up when, for example, the water table rises or when
urban sewer pipes become pressurized
during a storm. The buildup of pressure causes water to reverse back
up through the main outflow pipe in
the house to emerge through drains

in showers, sinks or toilets. This type
of damage can be prevented through
installation of a backflow prevention
valve on the main outflow drain in a
house. Water damage from a sewer
backup is only covered if specific sewer
backup coverage has been purchased.
• Overland flooding usually occurs when
bodies of water, such as rivers and
other watercourses, overflow onto land.
It can also happen when there is an
intense rainstorm and water accumulates rapidly, exceeding the ability of
local stormwater drainage systems to

Renters and strata
owners, take note
Renters, you will need your own
tenant’s policy to have water-damage
coverage in the event of a flood of the
property you rent. The landlord’s property
does not cover your belongings. Water
damage caused by a tenant may be
covered by the liability coverage in their
tenant’s policy.
Strata owners: Carefully review the coverages and deductibles in both the strata
corporation’s
insurance
policy and in
your own unit
policy.

Inside and outside, water is a rising risk

12
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WATER

divert it. In either case, water
runs over the surface of the
ground and through doors and
basement windows into homes.
Overland flooding events can
last weeks and the prolonged exposure
to water can cause structural damage
to buildings. Contaminants can enter
homes and render them unlivable.
Fungus and mould can seed behind
drywall during a flood event, flourish
later and cause health issues if not
removed. Reconstruction can take over
a year and often requires homeowners
to find alternative living arrangements
for a lengthy period of time. Coverage
for overland flooding is available as an
add-on to the basic policy (as long as
sewer backup coverage has also been
purchased) for most homes in B.C.

• For the building: Proactive maintenance
of the building’s plumbing and HVAC
systems will keep premiums and deductibles reasonable.
• Your unit policy will cover water damage
to your own unit. The policy’s liability
and loss assessment coverages are
designed to protect unit owners for
the claims arising out of damage to
other units and common property.
These distinctions between damage
being confined to your unit or impacting
common areas or other units are critically important when assessing your
risk exposure. Provide your insurance

WATER ESCAPE AND SEWER BACKUP

OVERLAND FLOODING

Coverage
Water escape coverage may be included in homeowners’, condo
and tenants’ policies; check your policy or talk to your insurance
broker. Coverage for sewer backup and water and sewer lines
may be included in the policy or may be offered as an extra.

Coverage
Not included in homeowners’, condo and
tenants’ policies. Must be purchased
as an extra; sewer backup coverage is a
prerequisite.

Disaster financial assistance available?
No, since insurance is reasonably priced and readily available.

Disaster disaster assistance available?
Only if the Disaster Financial Assistance
Program determines that insurance
was not reasonably priced and readily
available.

Prevention/mitigation
Keep appliances and hoses properly maintained. Install sump
pumps and water sensors.
Good to know
Your policy may require that if you leave your home unattended
for more than four consecutive days during the heating season,
you will need to have a friend or neighbour check it regularly for
leaks.
In the event of a claim, the insurance adjuster will determine
whether the water escape was the result of leakage (for ex., a
pipe suddenly bursting, which would be covered) or seepage (a
slow escape through a crack as a result of poor maintenance,
which would not be covered).

broker with a
copy of your unit entitlement and total building entitlement,
along with the summary of insurance
for the strata building. In tailoring your
unit policy, your broker will review the
strata building’s water-damage deductible to determine the level of deductible
assessment coverage you need should
an event occur.

Prevent water damage
• Store valuable items in upper floors of
your home, away from the basement.
Don’t store hazardous materials like
paint, oil, and cleaning supplies in the
basement. In the event of basement
flood, they can leak and create an environmental hazard.
• Use water-resistant building materials
and storage containers below ground
level.
• Install a sump pump with back-up
battery power, and backflow valves for
drains, toilets and other basement
sewer connections. Consider installing
electronic sensor devices that will alert
you when a leak occurs and will automatically turn off your water.
• Install flood-pans under hot-water heaters and washing machines.
• Ensure proper lot grading. If possible,
build up the ground around your home
to allow water to drain away from your

basement walls.
• Check sidewalks, patios, decks, and
driveways to make sure they haven’t
settled over time and are causing water
to drain toward your house.
• Consider landscaping with native plants
that resist soil erosion.
• Clear snow away from your home’s
foundation. If the ground is sloped one
inch per foot near your home, move
snow three to five feet away to help
minimize flood problems.
• Keep water out of window wells.
• Make sure downspouts extend away
from your basement wall. Water should
drain away from your home and neighbouring homes. It should drain toward
the street, backyard, or back lane.
• Periodically check waterlines and connections for corrosion or leaks.
• Check your policy or talk to your insurance broker: It may require that if you
leave your home unattended for more
than four consecutive days during the
heating season, you will need to have
a friend or neighbour check it regularly
for leaks.
• Use stainless-steel braided hoses
for your washing machine; the added
safety is worth the extra money. For a
few more dollars you can have additional peace of mind using auto-shutoff
hoses. These are stainless steel-braid-

Prevention/mitigation
Know your region and its susceptibility to
overland flooding.
Good to know
Was overland flood insurance not
reasonably and readily available to you?
See the Disaster Financial Assistance
Guidelines for the Private Sector. Phone
1-888-257-4777 toll free or go to www.
gov.bc.ca/disasterfinancialassistance

ed hoses that have a
shut-off mechanism at one end.
If the hose bursts, the connector can
sense the water pressure change and
it stops the flow of water
• If you notice a drastic change in water
pressure, take the time to look for the
reason.
• Know how to turn off your water supply
valve to your home or to your strata unit.
Turn it off when you are away from your
home for an extended period of time.
• Electricity and water are a dangerous
mix. Before you charge into a flooding
basement to rescue your belongings,
be safe. Turn off the circuit breaker to
the house. Wear waterproof boots and
gloves to protect against toxic elements in the floodwater.

After the water damage
Cleaning up water damage is extremely
time-sensitive. Call your insurance company or broker to arrange for professional
restoration contractors to start the drying
process. Their approach will depend on
whether the water is clean, which doesn’t
pose a threat to health, or whether it is
greywater or blackwater, which may contain varying amounts of sewage and be
unsanitary and dangerous. Remediation
should be handled by professionals so
that there is no lingering mould or damage that can cause respiratory problems
and/or make allergies worse.
REBOUND
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WIND
Coverage
Homeowners’ insurance typically covers
most types of wind damage.
Disaster financial assistance available?
No, since insurance is reasonably priced
and readily available.
Prevention/mitigation
Inspect your roof regularly and repair
or replace loose or missing shingles.
Inspect your siding and fix any
deterioration. If you know a windstorm
is approaching, remove or secure
all outside items that could become
projectiles and cause damage to your
home. These include lawn furniture,
hanging baskets, grills, bicycles, toys and
dead or overhanging tree branches.

HEAT WAVE
Coverage
As a rule, heatwave damage is not
covered by your homeowners’ policy.
However, the mechanical equipment
breakdown as a result of the heatwave
may be covered.
Disaster financial assistance available?
No.
Prevention/mitigation
Install air conditioners where feasible;
have fans ready, take cool baths or
showers. Stay hydrated.
Good to know
Extreme heat is a greater risk to people’s
health than it is to property. Keep
yourself as comfortable as possible and
help your neighbours.

Good to know
If a windstorm knocks over a tree and
it falls onto your house, the policy will
often cover the damage to your home,
but it will not pay to remove or replace
the tree.

S

ince 2013, severe weather damage claims have averaged
$2.1 billion a year. That is expected to increase to $5 billion a year
by 2030 and must be accompanied by
an increase in premium income, predicts
Paul Kovacs, senior researcher, founder,
and executive director of the Institute for
Catastrophic Loss Reduction.
Between the early 1980s and 2019,
Canadian insurers successfully adapted
to a 20-fold increase in severe weather
damage claims, with claims paid doubling
every five to 10 years. Let’s look at some
of the severe weather perils and how
damage may be prevented to keep the
cost of insurance down.

Wind
High-force winds that bring down whole
trees, branches, and power lines and
sends debris or foreign objects flying routinely strike southwest British Columbia.
Wind damage to your home is covered
on most policies, but there are often
some conditions. For instance, if shingles
blow off your roof in a windstorm, you
may not be paid the full cost to replace
them if the roof was close to its life
expectancy. Any damage that is a result
of regular wear and tear is not covered
by insurance. Also, water driven by wind
14
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is also not covered, so seals on exposed
windows and doors should be checked
and kept water-tight.
If a windstorm knocks over a tree and
it falls onto your house, the policy will
often cover the damage to your home,
but it will not pay to remove or replace
the tree. Damage to radio antennae and
satellite dishes is commonly excluded if
the damage is caused by wind.

Prevention
• The roof of your home is usually the
hardest hit by high winds. To limit damage, make sure roofing components are
securely fastened so that the
wind can’t lift them. Check that
the roof is in good condition
and repair any damage. Make
sure seals around chimneys,
vents, skylights, dormers, and
other openings are in good condition.
• Make sure the gutters are working
properly and the downspouts are draining water well away from the foundation. You may need to add downspout
extensions.
• Check that the doors and windows of
the house, storage shed, and garage
are completely closed.
• Make sure garbage cans, recycling

bins, patio furniture,
barbecues, and other items are properly stored and/or secured so that they
don’t blow away.
• Don’t park your car near trees, street
lights or power lines. If possible, park
your car in a garage.
• If you have propane appliances, close
the stop valve on the tank during a
windstorm.

Snow, freezing rain, and hail
Most homeowners’ insurance policies
cover the cost of damages caused by
the weight of ice, snow, and sleet on the
home. This means that you can be reim-

SEVERE
bursed for the cost of damages made to
your dwelling and personal belongings in
the event your roof cracks, collapses, or
begins to cave in from the weight of snow
after a blizzard.
Damages to the roof from snow and
wind could also be covered, as could
frozen or burst pipes that result from a blizzard. Check your policy to see if these are
covered by or excluded from your policy.

SNOW AND HAIL
Coverage
Some coverage may be included in
homeowners’, condo, and tenants’
policies; check your policy or talk to your
insurance broker.
Disaster financial assistance available?
No.
Prevention/mitigation
Install air conditioners where feasible;
have fans ready, take cool baths or
showers. Stay hydrated.
Good to know
Remove weak branches or trees in close
proximity to your home or to power lines.

However, you
wouldn’t necessarily be covered for other damages that happen as a
result of snow, like the damages caused
by the flooding from melting snow.
Additionally, any accidental damage
caused by personal negligence, such as
keeping a window open, will likely not be
covered.

Prevention
• Insulate outdoor water pipes and disconnect your outdoor hose or sprinkler
system before the first frost of winter.
• Remove weak branches or trees in
close proximity to your home or to
power lines.
• Be sure your attic is insulated and
ventilated.

pality or municipal district.
• If someone slips and falls on the ice on
your property or on the public sidewalk
in front of your property, you could be
found liable. Your liability coverage may
cover the losses, but it’s best to clear
all walkways from snow and ice and
prevent it from happening in the first
place.

Heatwave
A heatwave is a period of non-typical
hot weather that usually lasts for two
or more days. To qualify as a heatwave,
temperatures must be higher than
the historical averages in a specific area.
Usually heatwaves are not abrupt, as

Prevention
Everyone has a responsibility to minimize the damage heat can do.
• People generally suffer during bouts of
extreme heat more than their property
does. With that in mind, take steps to
assure your comfort during heatwaves,
and check on neighbours.
• Keep your home’s exterior and its
trim painted or stained to withstand
extreme weather. With a protective

The increasing intensity of weather

WEATHER
• Wood-burning stoves and fireplaces
should be well-maintained to avoid a
chimney fire.
• Keep your sidewalks shovelled. Municipalities usually require homeowners
to shovel the snow on the sidewalk
in front of the house, often within 24
to 48 hours of it falling. Local bylaws
regarding snow removal should be easy
to locate online or by calling the munici-

equate, defective, faulty, or poor workmanship are excluded. Most insurers are
known to deny claims for non-fire heat-related damage on the basis that the damage could have been avoided with proper
maintenance. However, the mechanical
equipment breakdown as a result of the
heatwave may be covered.

meteorologists can
predict them ahead
of time.
Heat does take
its toll on both the interior and exterior
of your home – typically in the form of
peeling and cracking of painted and
wooden items and structures, expansion
of components, mould growth, and colour
fading. As a rule, such heatwave damage
is not covered by your homeowners’ policy. Heat, UV rays, solar glare, and heat
waves are not specifically excluded, but
wear and tear deterioration, and inad-

material over the top, porches, decks,
and sheds that are constantly exposed
to the sun will be less susceptible to
these risks.
• Inside, install protective window films
or blinds to prevent sun damage to
furniture and personal items.
• Keep air conditioning and HVAC systems in good repair so that they are
ready for you when you need them. Do
not keep your home too cool during hot
weather (or too warm in winter) as this
saves wear and tear on your system,
and keeps your utility costs lower.
REBOUND
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EARTHQUAKE
Coverage
Not included in homeowners’, condo, and tenants’ policies.
Must be purchased as an extra.
Disaster financial assistance available?
No, since insurance is reasonably priced and readily available.
Prevention/mitigation
Wherever you are when an earthquake starts, take cover
immediately. Move to a nearby safe place and stay there until
the shaking stops. you may be on your own for 72 or more
hours before emergency help arrives so have your emergency
kit ready.
Good to know
Your earthquake coverage is subject to a higher deductible.
The earthquake deductible is not a pre-determined amount
shown on your summary, it is a percentage of the value of
your dwelling. For example, if your home has an insurance
valuation of $1 million and your earthquake coverage has a
10% deductible, your deductible will be $100,000.

T

he “Ring of Fire” is the coastline
around the Pacific Ocean where
active volcanoes and frequent
earthquakes take place. About 90% of
the world’s earthquakes, and 80% of the
largest ones, occur along this ring. The
period between 2010 and 2011 was particularly active, with major earthquakes in
Chile, Japan, and New Zealand.
Following these earthquakes, the B.C.
and Canadian governments and the insurance industry assessed our readiness
and level of resilience for a similar event.
B.C.’s coast is part of the Ring of Fire,
and an average of 3,000 earthquakes are
recorded off B.C.’s coast. Most are too
small to be felt, but earthquakes strong
enough to cause structural damage happen, on average, once per decade.
The reviews of our earthquake readiness yielded a new awareness of our
earthquake risk:
• The threat is larger and more imminent
that had been previously estimated.
Natural Resources Canada now predicts that there is a 30% chance of a
significant earthquake happening off
the coast of B.C. in the next 50 years.
• The potential level of damage and the
cost of recovery are both higher than
had been previously estimated. An
impact study concluded that an event
measuring 9 on the Richter magnitude scale – the most severe – hitting
B.C.’s southwest will have a total
16
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economic loss (including direct losses
to property and infrastructure and
indirect losses due to supply-chain
interruptions and network disruptions)
of nearly $75 billion, of which only an
estimated $20 billion will be offset by
insurance.
• More than 60% of British Columbians
live in a region where some of the
largest earthquakes in the world occur.
The proximate risks of shake, landslide
and liquefaction are expected to affect
areas far inland; experts predict effects
could reach Kamloops and Kelowna.
• Over the past decade insurance
companies have been required by their
federal regulator, the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions,
to adjust their modelling to reflect the
new science on earthquakes and to
increase their reserves, which has led
to increased insurance premiums.
• Emergency Management B.C., which
provides coordination and support
before, during and after emergencies,
underwent a complete overhaul that included preparedness and response for
earthquake, tsunami, and liquefaction.
Adding to the challenge of understanding and preparing for an earthquake is
our lack of experience. The public, government, and the insurance industry all have
experience with coping with major fire
and flood events in Canada, but when it
comes to earthquake, we must heed the
lessons that people in other parts of the
world have learned the hard way.

Your earthquake insurance
Coverage for earthquake damage is not
included in a standard home insurance policy but can be purchased as an add-on. An
earthquake endorsement usually comes
with a hefty deductible, in some cases over
$100,000, depending on the value of your
home. The option to purchase an earthquake deductible buy-down policy can
substantially reduce your deductible.
If an earthquake breaks a gas main
and starts a fire, the resulting fire
damage would likely be covered under
a standard home insurance policy. Your
coverage will depend on the legislation
in your province or territory. Talk to your
insurance broker for more information.
In certain
circumstances, homeowners who
are unable to
return to their
home as a result of insurable damage
are entitled to additional living expenses.
Earthquake coverage is available for
your place of business. To mitigate losses to your business in the event of an
earthquake, consider purchasing business interruption insurance.

Preparing for

During an earthquake
Wherever you are when an earthquake
starts, take cover immediately. Move to a
nearby safe place and stay there until the
shaking stops. Keep in mind:
• Drop, cover, and hold on. Take cover
under a heavy table, desk or other solid
furniture. Avoid doorways and areas near
windows. Protect your head and face.

LANDSLIDE
Coverage
Insurance coverage is not available.
Disaster financial assistance available?
Apply to the B.C. Disaster Financial
Assistance program for compensation for
losses.
Prevention/mitigation
Know your immediate vicinity and its
susceptibility to mudslide or landslide.
Good to know
See the Disaster Financial Assistance
Guidelines for the Private Sector. Phone
1-888-257-4777 toll free or go to www.
gov.bc.ca/disasterfinancialassistance
• If you’re indoors, stay
indoors. If furniture is not available,
additional safe places are in halls and
corners, and under archways.
• If you’re outdoors, stay clear of buildings and wires. Look out for falling
debris.
• If you are in a wheelchair, lock the
wheels and protect the back of your
head and neck.
• Avoid elevators. If you’re in an elevator
when an earthquake starts, hit all of
the floor buttons and get out of the
elevator as soon as you can.

• Check for
injuries and administer
first-aid as needed.
• If safe to do so, check your home for
structural damage and other hazards.
• If you are evacuating, bring your disaster safety kit with you.
• Do not shut off utilities unless they are
damaged. Don’t light matches or turn
on light switches unless you are sure
there are no gas leaks or flammable
liquids in the area. Don’t flush the

underground water, changes to
irrigation and stream flow, freezing,
thawing, heat, erosion, deforestation, or
nearby excavation.
Land can move extremely slowly, perhaps just a few centimetres in a year. And
it can move with terrifying speed; slides
that have the weight and momentum of
large amounts of water or mud,
or where rocks are falling, can
move up to 360 kilometres per
hour.
Most home insurance policies
in Canada exclude landslide.
If you live in a possible landslide area, Natural Resources Canada suggests:
• Learn about the geology and the possibility of landslides in your area.
• Avoid actions that might increase instability, such as undercutting a steep
bank.
• Don’t build near the top or base of
steep slopes, or place fill on steep
slopes.
• Don’t drain pools, redirect streams, or
otherwise increase water flow down
steep slopes.
• Have a plan and an emergency kit
ready.
• If you see signs of potential failure
in your locality, such as slope cracks,
slope bulges, unusual seepage of
water on the slope, and small rock
or sediment falls, call your municipal emergency line, or the municipal
engineer.

EARTHQUAKE
The Big One
• If you’re in a vehicle,
drive away from buildings, avoiding
bridges and overpasses, and pull over
to the side of the road. Stay inside your
car, if safe to do so, and listen to your
car radio for instructions from emergency officials.
• Remain in a protected place until the
shaking stops. Anticipate aftershocks
soon after the first quake.

•
•
•
•

•
•

toilet if you suspect that nearby sewer
lines may be broken.
Wear gloves, protective clothing and
sturdy shoes.
After looking after your family, check on
your neighbours if you are able.
If you need assistance, place “HELP”
signs in your windows.
Access emergency instructions through
your smartphone or battery-powered,
hand-cranked or car radio.
Stay at least 10 metres from downed
power lines.
Avoid waterfront areas because of the
threat of large waves and currents.
Beware of secondary effects, such as
landslides and flooding.

After an earthquake

•

• Remain calm. If you’re able, take care of
life-threatening situations first. Remember, you may be on your own for 72 or
more hours before emergency help arrives so have your emergency kit ready.

Landslides
B.C.’s rugged terrain is prone to
constant change and movement. Slopes
can be destabilized by precipitation,
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E

very year, some B.C. residents
will have to evacuate. It could be
as localized as your own home or
strata building in the event of fire or water
leak, or a larger imminent threat, such
as a wildfire, flood, or hazardous-material
spill that causes everyone
in your neighbourhood to
evacuate.
There is no assurance
of how long you’ll have to
prepare. And let’s face it, when faced with
such an emergency, we may not necessarily think straight.

tails on your home so that an accurate
replacement cost may be determined.
And notify your broker if the replacement cost of your home increases as a
result of renovations or recent purchases such as expensive electronics.

pull vital items together quickly.
• Keep a small bag packed with a spare
set of comfortable clothes and shoes.
Have an emergency kit at home with
water, food, and supplies.
• Know where your important papers
(passport, identification,
will), computer back-ups
and other essential items
are stored so that you can
grab them quickly.
• Check your emergency kits regularly to
ensure that all items are usable and
ready. Be sure to consider seasonal
adjustments in your supplies so that
you are prepared in any month. Store
important documents and irreplaceable
personal items away from flood-prone
areas like basements.
• Update your list of emergency contact
numbers. Include your insurance broker
or insurance company.
Leave your home safe.
• Turn off all unnecessary appliances,
such as air conditioners and hot tubs.
• Unplug sensitive electrical equipment
and appliances, such as televisions
and computers.
• Remove food from your
refrigerator, but only if
there’s enough
time to do
so.

It can all change in an instant
Have a plan.
• Develop a plan now so that you don’t
have to start from scratch in an emergency. Involve
all family
members in
planning for
several scenarios:
• Have an escape plan for getting everyone out of the house in the event of
fire at any time of the day or night.
• Plan how you’ll stay safe at home
without power, water, or services for
at least three days in the event of
earthquake.
• Be ready to leave your home quickly by
car or on foot to escape an imminent
threat.
• Plan for your pets, and for connecting
with family members should an emergency occur when you’re not together.
• Be sure everyone in the family knows
what to expect and what to do.
Have supplies and resources
at the ready.
• Think about what you’ll
need for these
scenarios. Make
a list and keep
it handy so
that you
can

BE READY
TO GO
Maintain your home.
• Keeping your home in as-new condition will reduce wear and tear, weather
damage, and system failure, which if
left unattended could lead to expensive
losses. Proactive maintenance pays
off in the long term by protecting your
resale value.
Anticipate what might go wrong.
• Review the prevention tips in this publication and other sources to ensure
your home’s safety.
• Prevent liability claims by ensuring your
guests’ safety while they visit.
Keep records.
• Keep a current home inventory in a
safe place. In the event of a claim, your
home inventory will help you file a more
accurate proof of loss and receive
proper compensation. This is easily
done by taking photos or video as you
walk from room to room. Open closets
and drawers and record images of their
contents as you go.
• Keep digital copies of receipts for
major purchases. Digitize photos and
important documents. Keep a copy
of your digital records away from
your home.
Keep insurance coverage
up to date.
• Review your coverage with
your insurance broker on
renewal to ensure you are
adequately covered.
• Be ready to provide your
broker with enough de18
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• Assist vulnerable neighbours.
Know where you’re going.
• Keep cash in small bills on hand and
have sufficient gas or electrical charge
in your vehicle so that you can get out
of your immediate area. Keep a map in
the car, even if it has GPS.
• Be ready to go low-tech: The systems
that you depend on in a normal day
may not be there for you in an emergency: Power, water, cellphone reception, bank machines, public transit.
Even 911 (fire, police, ambulance) systems may be backlogged or hampered
by reduced mobility and access.

Who will help in an emergency?
Emergencies are managed first at the
local (municipal) level. If the situation
escalates, the provincial emergency management structure will be activated.
• Your insurance policy: Your
home insur-

ance also includes coverage for
additional living expenses in the event
that you are temporarily unable to live
in your home due to an insured loss in
certain circumstances.
• Emergency Social Services: British
Columbians forced from their homes by
fire, floods, earthquakes, or other emergencies may receive emergency social
services for up to 72 hours. Services
may include food, lodging, clothing,
emotional support, information about
the crisis, and family reunification.
ESS relies on volunteers to coordinate
support services for people forced from
their homes in an emergency. Visit the
ESS website1 to learn what volunteers
do and how you can join.
1 https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/safety/
emergency-management/local-emergency-programs/volunteers/emergency-support-services

• Disaster Financial Assistance (DFA)
Program: Following a disaster, the
provincial government may declare
certain losses from the event eligible
for compensation from the Disaster Financial Assistance Program. Losses of
personal property for which insurance
was reasonably and readily available
are not eligible for DFA compensation.
• The Canadian Red Cross: When an
emergency or disaster strikes, the
Canadian Red Cross provides emergency food and clothing, lodging, reception
and information, personal services, and
family reunification assistance.
• Evacuation centres: In mass evacuations, civil authorities will direct people
to local evacuation centres, where
volunteers, including personnel from
the insurance industry, can assist.
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uying insurance is usually more of
a chore than a pleasure, but when
an unfortunate event causes damage or loss, it will be your best means of
returning your property to its pre-loss condition. After a loss, your first steps will be
to refer to your insurance policy summary
and determine your next steps.
• Assess the extent of the loss in
relation to your coverage to determine
whether filing a claim is warranted.
° First, is the loss covered by the
policy?
° Second, does the cost of the damag-

documents you provide and explain the
next steps in the process.
• Review your policy carefully to ensure
you are familiar with specified deductibles, coverage limits and replacement
values. Insurance companies generally
offer three options for your damaged or
stolen items: repair, replace, or reimburse. Know how your deductible works
and have a plan for paying it in the
event of a loss. Your insurance broker
can answer your questions.
• Discuss whether you can use a contractor or supplier of your choice to do any
repairs, and if so, the amounts to be
paid. Make sure that the contractor or
supplier respects the price and specifications agreed upon with your insurer.

START
YOUR CLAIM
•

•

•

•

•

es exceed your deductible?
° Third, is damage to certain types of
property subject to limits? Coverage
of valuables like jewellery, collectibles or sporting equipment may be
limited, as is coverage of items with
sentimental value such as photos.
If the loss is minor, replacing the item
yourself may be preferable to filing a
claim. Understanding what caused the
damages to your home or belongings
and whether that damage is covered
is key to determining whether to file a
property insurance claim.
If you have decided to file a claim,
notify your insurance broker or company promptly. Be as detailed as possible regarding the circumstances and
subsequent damage. Most insurance
companies have a 24-hour claims
service. Details are critical; provide as
much information as possible about
the circumstances and damage. Take
photographs if it is safe to do so.
In the event your home is unfit to live
in, ask about what additional living
expenses you’re entitled to and for how
long. Keep all receipts and invoices
for additional living expenses following
your loss.
Your policy requires that you take steps
to limit further damage. If you make
temporary repairs, keep a copy of all
receipts.
A claims specialist or adjuster will
contact you to investigate the circumstance of the loss, examine all the

20
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• Start the process of compiling a list of
all damaged or destroyed items. You’ll
be glad you made a home inventory
before the loss. Take photos and if
possible, assemble proof of purchase,
inventories, receipts, and warranties.
• Your insurance company will ask you to
complete a Proof of Loss form, which is
a formal statement that allows the insurer to determine its liability under the
policy, You must sign and swear that
the statements you make in the Proof
of Loss form are true. If any of the
statements are untrue, your insurance
may be
voided. Ask
your insurance broker
or claims
adjuster to
clarify anything you are unsure about.
Keep notes of conversations and
copies of correspondence. Keep your
insurance broker informed so that they
can assist.

of the claim settlement offered, you can
initiate a formal dispute resolution process with the insurance company. Section
12 of the Insurance Act1 outlines the
process. Either the insured or the insurer
may demand in writing the other’s participation in a dispute resolution process
after proof of loss has been delivered
to the insurer. Within seven days after
receiving or giving a demand for dispute
resolution, the insured and the insurer
must each appoint a dispute resolution
representative and, within 15 days after
their appointment, the two representatives must appoint an umpire.
Mediation services are provided by:
• General Insurance OmbudService www.
giocanada.org
• Mediate BC www.mediatebc.com/
Please note that the Insurance Act
covers general insurance; vehicle insurance comes under a separate statute.
For vehicle insurance, go to www.icbc.com
> Claims > Disputes and Appeals.
The Civil Resolution Tribunal helps
strata owners resolve disputes including
those involving insurance. Go to https://
civilresolutionbc.ca. In the Resources >
Decisions section, put “insurance” as a
key word and see how previous decisions
relate to your situation.
If the dispute is with the broker’s conduct, again, first take the problem up with
brokerage management and give them a
chance to resolve the situation.
The Insurance Council of B.C. is the insurance regulatory body appointed by the
provincial government to ensure licensed
insurance brokers
and adjusters act
within a professional framework that promotes ethical
conduct, integrity, and competence.
Go to www.insurancecouncilofbc.
com for information. The Insurance Council cannot order any
licensee or insurance company
to make payment on a claim or
to refund premiums or service
fees. Nor does it have the authority to order a disciplined
licensee to pay restitution
to a client. But the Council
can investigate a licensee’s conduct and take
disciplinary measures.

The road to recovery

When the parties don’t agree
If a problem with a claim arises, contact your broker and give them a chance
to resolve the situation. Client advocacy
is one of the many services a broker provides as part of the insurance purchase.
If the insurance policy was purchased
directly from an insurance company, look
at the company’s website for information
about next steps.
If the dispute relates to the amount

1 http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/complete/
statreg/12001_02

Compensation for
uninsurable losses
If your property has sustained damage
from an event for which you were not able
to purchase insurance, you may be eligible for compensation from B.C.’s Disaster
Financial Assistance (DFA) Program.
Compensation is available for uninsurable losses in five categories: homeowners
(principal residences only), residential tenants, small business owners, farmers, and
charitable organizations. Compensation is
limited, for each accepted claim, to 80%
of the total eligible damage that exceeds
$1,000, to a maximum of $300,000.

The DFA’s website2 outlines the process for applications:
• First, confirm that the event that
caused the damage is on the list of
eligible events. Financial assistance
is meant to compensate for sudden,
unexpected, and uninsurable losses.
• Review the criteria for what losses can
be recovered.
• Submit your application for compensation within 90 days of the disaster being declared eligible. All applicants will

need to submit insurance information.
• You’ll be contacted to discuss your application and damages, and if applicable, request additional documentation
to confirm category eligibility.
• Once category eligibility has been
determined, your file may be assigned
to an evaluator who will contact you to
assess the damage.

2 www.gov.bc.ca/disasterfinancialassistance

LEARN MORE
Your insurance Your first source of information is your insurance broker.
policy explained Also check out the websites of your insurance brokerage and insurer for helpful information.
Insurance
professional
associations

Insurance Brokers Association of B.C. . . . . . . . . . . .  www.bcbroker.ca
Insurance Bureau of Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.ibc.ca

Insurance
industry
regulators

Insurance Council of B.C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.insurancecouncilofbc.com
BC Financial Services Authority . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.bcfsa.ca
Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions www.osfi-bsif.gc.ca

Dispute
resolution

General Insurance OmbudService  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mediate BC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Civil Resolution Tribunal  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ICBC Fairness Officer  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Government
emergency
resources

PreparedBC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.emergencyinfobc.gov.bc.ca
Disaster Financial Assistance Program . . . . . . . . . . . www.gov.bc.ca/disasterfinancialassistance
Get Prepared Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.getprepared.gc.ca

Mitigation –
all perils

Institute for Catastrophic Loss Reduction (ICLR) . . . .  http://www.iclr.org

Fire

FireSmart  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.firesmartcanada.ca
Fire-safety education programs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/safety/emergencymanagement/education-programs-toolkits/fire-safetyeducation-programs

Flood

FloodSmart Canada  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  http://floodsmartcanada.ca/homeowners-and-renters
ICLR tips for reducing the risk of basement flooding .  www.basementfloodreduction.com

Earthquake

Natural Resources Canada – Earthquakes . . . . . . . .  https://earthquakescanada.nrcan.gc.ca
ShakeOut BC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.shakeoutbc.ca/

Business
Continuity

ICLR business-continuity planning template . . . . . . .  www.iclr.org/businesses/openforbusinesstm.html

Follow on Twitter

Get the app

• @PreparedBC for preparedness information
• @EmergencyInfoBC for alerts
• @DriveBC for road conditions

• Alertable
• BC Wildfire Service
• BC Highways

https://giocanada.org
www.mediatebc.com
https://civilresolutionbc.ca
www.icbcfairnessofficer.com
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Amount of insurance: The maximum
amount the insurer will pay for any one
occurrence of incident no matter how many
people covered by the policy are involved.
Different amounts apply to different coverage and these amounts are shown on the
coverage summary.
Broker: See insurance broker.
Claim: A formal request by a policyholder
to an insurance company for coverage or
compensation for a covered loss or policy
event.

Extensions of coverage: Extends the insurance policy to cover certain listed losses.
Fixtures: Items attached to a building,
including floor and wall coverings and
electrical and plumbing fixtures, but does
not include, if they can be removed without
damage to the building, refrigerators,
stoves, dishwashers, microwaves, washers,
dryers or other items. The Strata Property
Act requires strata corporations to obtain
and maintain property insurance on common fixtures.

insured. In this publication we are referring
to property and casualty (P&C) insurance,
also known as general insurance. P&C insurance covers property (homes, vehicles,
businesses) and is regulated separately
from life and health insurance.
Insurance broker: A licensed person or
firm who acts on behalf of the insured in
issuing contracts of insurance on behalf
of the insurance companies they represent. Brokers (also known as agents or
intermediaries) are licensed and regulated
provincially (in B.C. the Insurance Council
of B.C.) to conduct insurance business
and provide insurance advice to consumers. Insurance brokers must meet the
Insurance Council’s annual requirements
for continuing
education and
adherence to a
Code of Conduct
that puts the
interests of the
customer first. The P&C insurance industry
operates on the principle of utmost good
faith which applies equally to customers, insurance companies and brokers.
Insurance brokers rely on you to provide
fair and honest information about your
P&C insurance needs. You can then rely on
your insurance broker to act in your best
interests to meet those needs.

INSURANCE
TERMS DEFINED
Common property: Any part of the land
and buildings shown on the strata plan
that is not a part of a strata lot. Generally,
this means things like hallways, external
walls, amenities, roofs, elevators, and any
sort of recreation ground or shared green
space. The Strata Property Act requires
strata corporations to obtain and maintain
property insurance on common property
and common assets.
Coverage summary: A page summarizing
the coverages and amounts of insurance
the insurance company has agreed to
provide and the period for which they are
provided. Only the person(s) named on the
coverage summary may take legal action
against the insurance company.
Deductible: The portion of a loss that you
are required to pay before your insurance
coverage will respond. Deductibles can
be used to reduce your physical damage
premiums. For example, if you owned a
policy with a $200 deductible and you suffered a covered loss totalling $1,000, you
would pay the first $200 and the insurance
company would pay the remaining $800. If
the loss were only $200, you would pay the
entire amount and the insurance company
would pay nothing.
Endorsement: A written form attached to
an insurance policy that alters the policy’s
coverage, terms, or conditions. Sometimes
called a rider.
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Flood: Includes, but is not limited to,
waves, tide, tidal wave, tsunami, dam
break, seiche, or the rising of, the breaking
out or the overflow of, any body of water
or watercourse, whether natural or manmade.
Flood loss: Loss or damage due to water
escape is typically covered under two
sections of the insurance policy: overland
flood and sewer backup (see definitions).
Hazard: A specific situation that increases
the probability of the occurrence of loss
arising from a peril, or that may influence
the extent of the loss.
Insurability: Acceptability of an applicant
for insurance to the insurance company.
Insurable interest: An interest by the insured person in the value of the subject of
insurance, including any legal or financial
relationship. Insurable interest usually results from property rights, contract rights,
and potential legal liability. For example, a
person has an insurable interest in their
house, car, spouse, and children but one
does not have an insurable interest in the
house, car, and members of a family down
the street.
Insurance: A formal contract (policy) for
reducing risk by transferring specified risks
to an insurer. The insurer agrees, for a
consideration (premium), to assume, to a
specified extent, the losses suffered by the

Insurance policy: Legal document issued
to the insured setting out the terms of the
contract of insurance.
Insurance to value: Insurance written in
an amount approximating the value of the
property insured.
Insured: The person (or persons) whose
risk of financial loss from an insured peril
is protected by the policy. Insureds include
those named as such on the coverage
summary and those persons living in the
same household who are the spouse or
relative of the insured, and any person
under 21 in their care. Also included are
students who are enrolled in and attend a
school, college, or university and who are
dependent on the named insured or his or
her spouse for support and maintenance,
even if temporarily residing away from the
principal residence stated on the coverage
summary.
Insured peril: A cause of loss or damage
insured under the coverage form stated on
the coverage summary page.

Insurer: See insurance company.
Insurance company: A company, which
may be for-profit, non-profit, or government-owned, that sells the promise to pay
policyholders for losses and damage that
result from specific occurrences (fire, water
damage, theft, etc.), in return for payment
of a premium. An insurance company holds
premiums in reserve to pay future claims.
Insurance companies are regulated federally by the Office of the Superintendent of
Financial Institutions; some regional insurance companies are regulated provincially
by the B.C. Financial Services Authority.

Premium: The amount of money an
insurance company charges for insurance
coverage. Some factors that may help
determine the premiums you pay are: value
of the property insured, exposure to specific risks, previous claims and loss record.
Insurers pool the premiums they receive to
pay claims after insured losses.
Reinsurance: Insurance for insurance
companies. In exchange for a share of
insurance premiums, a reinsurance company will take on part of the insurance risk.
Reinsurance companies typically cover
catastrophic losses when the total losses
exceed a specified amount.

Insurer: See “insurance company”.
Liability insurance: Insurance that protects
against claims for accidental damage to
other people or their property.
Limit of liability: Maximum amount a policy
will pay either overall or under a particular
coverage.
Named insureds: Persons named as covered by an insurance policy.
Occurrence: A loss to insured property
caused by one or more of the insured
perils.
Overland flood: The result of the level of
water outside a building rising and entering
the building, causing water damage. The
two most likely causes of overland flooding
include snowmelt and rainstorms.
Peril: A potential cause of loss that may be
covered by an insurance policy.
Policy exclusions: Perils that are excluded
from coverage by an insurance policy. Exclusions are often listed in the policy under
a special heading. Damage due to war or
insurrection is often listed as an exclusion.
Some policies exclude theft when a door is
left unlocked.
Policy form: The insurance contract, usually using standardized policy wordings. The
policy form generally contains the insuring
agreement, coverage conditions, exclusions, and definitions.
Policy limit: An amount equal to the sum
of the amounts shown on your coverage
summary for dwelling, additional buildings,
personal property and loss of use of your
dwelling.

Replacement cost: The cost of replacing,
repairing, or rebuilding the damaged property without depreciation.
Settlement: Usually, a policy benefit or
claim payment. It connotes an agreement
between both parties to the policy contract
as to the amount and method of payment.
Sewer backup: The resulting water escape
when water comes up or is pushed into the
dwelling through the pipes from a sewer,
sump, septic tank, eavestrough, downspout or drain.

with a mechanical pump or gravity feed
evacuation system is not a sump.
Total loss: A loss of sufficient size that it
can be said there is nothing left of value.
The term is also used to mean a loss
requiring the maximum amount a policy will
pay. In some instances of major losses, a
municipal building inspector may declare
the building a “substantive total loss”, in
other words, there isn’t enough left of the
undamaged structure to safely rebuild; the
undamaged portion of the building must
also be demolished.
Unoccupied: A property in which the occupants are absent but have a set return
date.
Vacant: Refers to the circumstance where,
regardless of the presence of furnishings:
• all occupants have moved out with no intention of returning to take up residence
at the dwelling and no new occupant has
taken up residence, or
• in the case of a newly constructed
dwelling, no occupant has yet taken up
residence.
Valuation: Estimation of the
value of an item, usually
by appraisal.

Strata corporation: A strata corporation
is a legal entity with all the powers of a
natural person who has full capacity. This
means that it can sue or be sued, enter
into contracts and hire employees. The
owners of the strata lots are the shareholders of the strata corporation.
Strata plan: A strata development can be
buildings or land, divided into separate
units, called strata lots. This allows
for individual ownership of a strata
lot. A strata plan is a full description of the buildings and land in
the development. The strata
plan is filed with the Land Title
Office.
Sump: A sump pit, well or
basin, lined with concrete
or other liner, located within
a dwelling or additional
buildings on the premises,
connected to a mechanical
or gravity feed evacuation
pump system, for the
purpose of collecting and
removing water. A sump pit,
well or basin not equipped
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What you need to know to
protect your strata-property investment

STRATA OWNERS
For more information about protecting
your strata property investment with
insurance see our Strata Insurance
guide at bcbroker.ca/strata

Go as far as
you want as an
insurance broker.
Everyone needs insurance and the vast majority of British Columbians want a trusted professional to guide
them through the process. Once accredited, you’ll be a valued advisor helping people
achieve their dreams, protect what they hold dear and recover after a loss.

go where you want

Because insurance is needed in every corner of the province, you’ll be able to take
your skills and build a rewarding career perfectly-suited to your lifestyle goals.

make a difference in the community

As an insurance broker, you’ll help guide clients through some of the biggest
moments in their lives. Brokers are community-minded and often known to be on
the front lines to pitch in during an emergency.

Join the over 9000 insurance brokers in BC
by talking to your local insurance broker.
Or find out more at: BCBroker.ca/careers

